Qatar has reaffirmed its readiness to assist the government and people of Sudan and to use its regional and international relations to provide all of Sudan and to use its regional and international relations to provide all of Sudan.

The ongoing awareness campaign is aimed at ensuring that the children are safe and well taken care of, she said. In areas where Qatar achieved in-dustries, the country is leading in many industries.

The proposal to reduce the fees for services rendered and communication faster and accurately with minimum errors.

Meanwhile, the proposal to reduce the fees for services rendered and communicate faster and accurately with minimum errors.

The proposal is aimed at ensuring that the children are safe and well taken care of, she said. In areas where Qatar achieved in-dustries, the country is leading in many industries.
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Cabinet approves draft decision on parking space for trucks and trailers

The weekly Cabinet meeting, chaired by HE the Prime Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa al-Thani, yesterday approved a draft decision by the Minister of Interior to approve parking space for trucks and trailers, following the minister's approval of similar parking spaces for public and private vehicles. The decision follows the Minister of Interior's approval of a similar parking space for public and private vehicles in an earlier meeting. The decision is based on Article 38 of Law No. 1 of 2007 on traffic, which states that trucks, tractors, trailers, and semi-trailers, as specified by the competent authorities, are prohibited from parking in places other than those authorized by Ministerial decision, in conjunction with Ministerial decision.

Later the Cabinet reviewed topics on its meeting’s agenda as follows:

The Cabinet approved a draft law amending some provisions of Law No. 2 of 2011 on official statistics. The decision is based on the Amiri Decision No. 70 of 2018 on the provisions of the Amiri Decree of 2007 on official statistics. The cabinet also approved a draft law amending some provisions of Law No. 24 of 2007 (amendment of amendment of Law No. 2 of 2007) on the protection of ships. The cabinet also approved a draft Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation between the General Authority for Civil Aviation and the European Union Ramp Safety Agency on the collection and exchange of information on aircraft safety in accordance with the European Union Ramp Inspection Programmes, and a Draft Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation in the field of legislative, institutional and technical matters for the ratification of the Arab Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, and the Arab Protocol on the control of maritime piracy and armed robbery at sea, meeting the Arab Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.

The cabinet also approved a draft memorandum on Exception for Diplomatic, Special and Official Passport Holders between the governments of Qatar and the Dominican Republic, a Draft Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation between the governments of Qatar and Mali, a Draft Working Agreement between the General Authority for Civil Aviation of Qatar and the European Union, and the collection and exchange of information on aircraft safety in accordance with the European Union Ramp Inspection Programmes, and a Draft Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation between the General Authority for Civil Aviation and the European Union Ramp Safety Agency on the collection and exchange of information on aircraft safety in accordance with the European Union Ramp Inspection Programmes, and a Draft Memorandum of Understanding for Cooperation in the field of legislative, institutional and technical matters for the ratification of the Arab Convention against Transnational Organised Crime.

Moreover, the Cabinet approved a draft decision by the Ministry of Interior to amend some provisions of the decision of the Minister of Interior to codify the services provided by private security service companies in guarding and the protection of ships. The Cabinet also approved a draft decision by the Ministry of Economy and Industry to amend some provisions of the decision of the Minister of Economy and Trade No. 66 of 2007 on the general and special requirements to be met in commercial, industrial and similar public shops.

The Draft Decision includes the addition of some requirements that car wash shops in public and private areas should comply with.
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Qatari-French joint higher military panel’s first strategic seminar opens

The first strategic seminar of the Qatari-French Joint Higher Military Committee was held in Paris on Wednesday in the presence of Qatar’s Minister of Defence and Air Forces, General Saad bin Abdulrahman al-Attiyah, and the French Minister of National Defence, Florence Parly.

The seminar, which was held in partnership with the French General Staff for Intelligence and Security (SG3), is a cornerstone for the development of long-term strategic relations between the two countries and that it contributes to the promotion of bilateral interactions, especially on regional issues, to serve the strategic and security interests of the two nations in a way that promotes security and prosperity.

The seminar was attended by the Heads of missions of the Qatari Armed Forces and representatives of the Sovereign Council of Sudan.

The seminar was held in partnership with the French General Staff for Intelligence and Security (SG3). In his opening speech, Director of the International Institute for Strategic Relations (ISIR)qatar, Fahd Harmand, said that this kind of daily theft of commercial revenue is now beyond recognition.

In fact, winter is already in the air here, “he said. “I am also confident that the fans do not know that the sport rights market is already in a recession. They are only that, but in certain cases, rights values are going down, and the commercial revenue is now seen as a behaviour acceptable to consumers.

This is being financed, in which organised criminals are getting money and their investors have got their house in order and quick to burst media rights bubble. This morning, the sports rights market is going to burst, and the fans did not know that it was going to happen.”

Spokesman of the Qatari Armed Forces, Rashid Hamad al-Naimi, said that the seminar will contribute to promoting the establishment of full strategic intellectual consensus between Qatar and France, in a way that promotes security and prosperity.

Al-Naimi pointed out that studies conducted by the Qatari Armed Forces, al-Obaidli, stressed that the beIN Media Group has invested more than US $15bn to obtain the rights to broadcast major competitions and major tournaments around the world.

Al-Obaidli also called for the recruitment of special police and military forces to combat piracy. He said that operators of illegal sports economy, operating with governments and law enforcement services, are helping pirates.

Al-Obaidli pointed out that there is no way to combat piracy, in which organised criminals are getting money and their investors have got their house in order and quick to burst media rights bubble. This morning, the sports rights market is going to burst, and the fans did not know that it was going to happen.”

Spokesman of the Qatari Armed Forces, Rashid Hamad al-Naimi, said that the seminar will contribute to promoting the establishment of full strategic intellectual consensus between Qatar and France, in a way that promotes security and prosperity.

Al-Naimi pointed out that studies conducted by the Qatari Armed Forces, al-Obaidli, stressed that the beIN Media Group has invested more than US $15bn to obtain the rights to broadcast major competitions and major tournaments around the world.

Al-Obaidli also called for the recruitment of special police and military forces to combat piracy. He said that operators of illegal sports economy, operating with governments and law enforcement services, are helping pirates.
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Qatar receives flag of International Horticultural Expo Doha 2021

Expo Doha 2021 will be held from 14 October 2021 to 17 March 2022 under the title ‘Green Desert, a Better Environment’

HE the Minister of Municipality and Environment, Engineer Al-Subaie, received the flag of International Horticultural Expo Doha 2021.

Qatar has officially received the flag of the International Horticultural Expo 2021 from China, the host country of the current edition.

HE the Minister of Municipality and Environment Dr. Engineer Al-Subaie received the flag during a spectacular ceremony held to mark the conclusion of the Expo Beijing 2019.

The event was attended by the President of the State Council of China Li Keqiang, the Secretary General of the International Horticultural Exhibitions Bureau (IHEC), and other dignitaries from China.

Speaking to Qatar News Agency (QNA), HE Engineer Al-Subaie expressed his happiness at officially receiving the flag of the Expo Doha 2021, stressing that the confidence in Qatar’s organisation of such an event comes as a continuation of the success achieved by the country to create more change and development in the environment and heritage. Through its participation in Expo Doha 2021, Qatar will be exposed to new partnerships and also an opportunity to deliver a message on the sustainability and climate change theme.

Qatar was a result of its contributions to the theme of the pavilions and the Asian scenery and other countries, the event is part of the Qatar National Agenda 2030, which aims to achieve food security for future generations.

The minister explained that Expo Doha 2021 aims to be a source of support for a pioneer and sustainable environment through selecting strategies and endeavours to preserve the environment, and its acknowledgement that it is an independent resource, which is threatened and debated.

HE the Minister of Municipality and Environment Dr. Engineer Al-Subaie thanked the Bureau International des Expositions (BIE) and the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) for their support and contribution to Qatar’s hosting of the horticultural exhibition.

Meanwhile, Secretary General of Expo Doha 2021, Engineer Jamal Sherida Al-Kaabi, highlighted the organisation of the pavilions and the event’s participation in the activities and events, adding that this reflects Qatar’s efforts in the field of agriculture and environmental conservation through its relentless efforts and aspirations made by the country to create more change and development in the environment and heritage.

Secretary General of the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH), Bernard Oosterom, and AIPH Secretary General Tim Briercliffe congratulated Qatar on receiving the flag of the Expo Doha 2021 and expressed their happiness at the efforts made by the BIE of Qatar to host the Expo and for its support to Qatar to the organisation of this event in 2021.

The meeting also dealt with Qatar’s preparations to host Expo Doha 2021.

Qatar’s participation was praised

Secretary General of the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH), Bernard Oosterom, praised Qatar’s participation in Expo Beijing 2019 and thanked HE Engineer Al-Subaie for his support in Qatar Pavilion’s winning of the association’s grand award and the grand award of the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH)." Meanwhile, HE al-Subaie thanked the BIE of Qatar for its support and for letting him take over the organisation of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) Bernard Oosterom, and the AIPH Secretary General Tim Briercliffe.

During the meeting, Engineer and Al-Subaie congratulated the Minister on Qatar Pavilion’s winning of the association’s grand award and the grand award of the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH)." Meanwhile, HE al-Subaie thanked the BIE of Qatar for its support and for letting him take over the organisation of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) Bernard Oosterom, and the AIPH Secretary General Tim Briercliffe.

He added, “We have two years to complete all the projects and preparations associated with Expo Doha 2021, in addition to the implementation of all the requirements as stated by the International Bureau of Exhibitions (IHEC) and its collection of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) Bernard Oosterom, and the AIPH Secretary General Tim Briercliffe.

Civiq offers

Honda is offering a special offer on the Civic, Odyssey, Pilot and HR-V models. The offer is available from 21st October 2019 to 31st December 2019.

The Civic is available from QR 63,900, the Odyssey from QR 124,900, the Pilot from QR 109,900, and the HR-V from QR 69,000.

Special offer from Honda

To avail of the special offer, visit the Honda Showroom or contact the dealerships listed below:

- Al Mawaleh Industrial Area
- Al Khor
- Doha Metropolitan Area
- Al Gharrafa
- Al Thakira

For more information, visit the official Honda website or contact the customer service hotline: 8000 1234.
Mental health one of the ‘main pillars’ of NHRC’s strategy

HE the Chairman of the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC) and the President of the Court of Cassation Dr Hissen Lofted Saay al-Mohamed met the Prosecution-General of Tajikistan Rahmon Yusuf Ahmadzod in Doha yesterday.

During the meeting, they reviewed areas of co-operation between Qatar and Tajikistan in various competencies and the possibility of exchanging experiences in the field of justice and ensuring the protection of rights and guarantees of the citizens of both countries.

The meeting was attended by the Chairman of the Supreme Judicial Council (SJC) and the Court of Cassation, HE the Minister of Justice and Acting Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Dr Issa Saad al-Jafali.

Justice minister, SJC chairman meet Tajikistan’s prosecutor-general

QNA

T he Ministry of Public Health and Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) in cooperation with the National Human Rights Committee (NHRC) in Qatar are partnering with the University of Doha School of Continuing Education in clinical health coaching. The programme will take place in Hamad Medical Corporation’s Doha Centre.

An orientation session took place today to introduce participants to the programme. This first round of training is designed to equip health-care professionals with tools to achieve real and effective communication with patients, providing them with a new approach to delivering care.

The programme will cover the fundamentals of clinical health coaching, including its core principles, features and benefits, to support health-care providers in delivering quality care.

Clinical health coaching programme to be held
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Daam and Sidra Medicine hold forum to promote adolescent mental health

Pic: M. Al-Mawlawi

Social and Sport Contribution Fund (Daam), Rashid Mohammad Al-Attiyah has stressed the commitment of Daam and Sidra Medicine in the social, health and education sectors and has been working with various educational institutions to raise awareness about mental health.

The forum, entitled ‘An adolescent day’, was held yesterday at Sidra Children’s Hospital, and aimed to promote the mental health of adolescents in Qatar. The event included a series of discussions and debates on the importance of mental health and its relation to physical health, as well as providing practical mechanisms to improve the mental health of adolescents in Qatar.

Th SMAH said in a statement that the forum aimed to promote the mental health of adolescents and improve their protection, which helps them face the challenges of dealing with all situations in their lives.

The forum was attended by a number of experts in the field of mental health, including the Director General of Social and Sport Contribution Fund (Daam), Rashid Mohammad Al-Attiyah, who addressed the importance of mental health and the role of society in promoting it.

The forum aimed to promote the mental health of adolescents in Qatar and improve their protection, which helps them face the challenges of dealing with all situations in their lives.

The forum was attended by a number of experts in the field of mental health, including the Director General of Social and Sport Contribution Fund (Daam), Rashid Mohammad Al-Attiyah, who addressed the importance of mental health and the role of society in promoting it.

The forum aimed to promote the mental health of adolescents in Qatar and improve their protection, which helps them face the challenges of dealing with all situations in their lives.

The forum was attended by a number of experts in the field of mental health, including the Director General of Social and Sport Contribution Fund (Daam), Rashid Mohammad Al-Attiyah, who addressed the importance of mental health and the role of society in promoting it.

The forum aimed to promote the mental health of adolescents in Qatar and improve their protection, which helps them face the challenges of dealing with all situations in their lives.
Qatar Charity (QC) celebrated the opening of Al-Shaimaa Secondary School for Girls in Beit Lahia, north of the Gaza Strip, in cooperation with the Palestinian Ministry of Education and Higher Education. The school was built with financial support from "Qatar Cyclists" and Qatar Charity organizations as part of its "QC" project.

The 5,000sqm school has 36 rooms, of which 24 are classrooms and the rest are laboratories and management offices.

The inaugural ceremony was attended by Khalid Al-Aly, Project Manager of Qatar Charity, a team of "Qatar Cyclists," many local government officials, representatives of civil society organizations, dignitaries and prominent figures, who expressed their happiness with the school opening.

He pointed out that the project came as part of the "Qatar Charity (QC)" initiative to provide quality education to female students in the north of the Gaza Strip and to improve the educational environment.

For his part, Dr. Mohammed Jeham Al-Kuwari, President of Qatar Charity (QC), marked the World Teachers’ Day and the opening of the secondary school, indicating the happiness to support the education sector in various places.

"Education is one of the most important sectors that we focus on, as we have implemented many educational projects in cooperation with schools and universities within the last few years in Gaza," added Al-Ally.

"It is worth mentioning that Qatar Charity has already implemented the construction of the Kamal Al-Ahoud Primary School in the Ezbet Abed Rabbo neighborhood, north of the Gaza Strip, in addition to providing the public schools in Gaza with scientific laboratories. Another project was implemented to offer alternative energy in about 60 schools in view of power outages in the Gaza Strip.

"We are working on several projects that support education in various places. The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education and Higher Education in the Gaza Strip, Dr. Ziad Tahhan, thanked the Qatar Charity for its efforts in supporting the education sector in the north of the Gaza Strip and surrounding areas. The Ministry of Education suffers from a shortage in schools and needs 30 schools to be built across the Gaza Strip due to the increase in the number of male and female students."

Mohammed Abu Haloub, director of Qatar Charity’s office in the Gaza Strip, said, underlined the importance of opening the school in such a remote area lacking educational facilities, hoping that it would create a healthy and educational environment suitable for its students and provide quality education to them.

"The Ministry of Education suffers from a shortage in schools and needs 30 schools to be built across the Gaza Strip due to the increase in the number of male and female students."

The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education and Higher Education in the Gaza Strip, Dr. Ziad Tahhan, thanked the Qatar Charity for its efforts in supporting the education sector in the north of the Gaza Strip and surrounding areas.

"We are working on several projects that support education in various places. The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education and Higher Education in the Gaza Strip, Dr. Ziad Tahhan, thanked the Qatar Charity for its efforts in supporting the education sector in the north of the Gaza Strip and surrounding areas."
Qatar reiterates condemnation of all forms of terrorism

Qatar reaffirms commitment to combating organised crime

T he National Committee to Combat Organised Crime in Qatar, under the Chairmanship of HE the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Justice and Chairman of the National Committee for International Humanitarian Law in Jordan, Mamoun al-Khasawneh, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the National Committee to Combat Organised Crime in Jordan, under the Chairmanship of HE the Attorney-General Dr Ali bin Fetais al-Marri. Outlining the need to build a strong and efficient network of counter-terrorism and counter-terrorist bodies and institutions in combating terrorism, the National Counter-Terrorism Committee and the National Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing Committee in Qatar continue to co-operate and to coordinate with regional and international institutions, as well as with counter-terrorism, as well as the civil and effective implementation of the relevant international obligations issued by the Security Council, including assets freeze, travel ban or arms embargo against individuals and entities designated by Security Council resolution 1267 (1999) on terrorism, he said.

The MoU also affirms the commitment of Qatar to continue combating terrorism, and for its part, the Executive Director of the United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime in Vienna, expressed the appreciation of the United Nations and its gratitude for the generous contribution of Qatar in providing programmes for youth and quality education to promote social and economic development and fair and to achieve the goals of sustainable development and prevent crime and corruption. The Qatar delegation, which met with the Executive Director of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and his delegation in Vienna, expressed gratitude for the generous contributions of Qatar in providing programmes for youth and quality education to promote social and economic development and fair and to achieve the goals of sustainable development and prevent crime and corruption.
W ith the successful com- pletion of the 19th World Athletics Championships in Doha on Thursday, the Ministry of Interior ($H$) has congratulated the capital city on the hosting of the event, which has greatly promoted the development of international sports, and fostered the strategic co-operation between Qatar and other countries.

The MoI has put in place strong and advanced security and traffic plans ahead of the prestigious event, a feat for the largest international sport event to be held in the Gulf state.

Security officials and volunteers, staff members of the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy (SC) Security and Traffic Department, the National Commercial Centre (NCC) that monitors roads with all security and traffic cameras, the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy at the Ministry of Interior, the General Department of Traffic, and the Security and Traffic Department of the National Commercial Centre (NCC) were involved in ensuring the safety of the event.

The Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy at the MoI Security Department deputy chairman Eng. Rashid bin Abdul-Aziz Al-Thani observed that advanced security techniques and teams under his unit helped achieve the goals.

A series of events were held to ensure that the event was safe and secure. A city-wide and co-ordinated security plan was implemented to protect all sites where events were held. A one-hour pre-notification was issued to all the participating nations to ensure all sites were monitored and controlled.

A multi-stage entry system was in place. The first stage checked identity documents of all visitors, after which they were allowed to pass into the stadium.

The second stage was the security entry at the gates of the stadium, where the chosen visitors entered through security checkpoints.

A third stage was the security entry at the gates of the stadium, where security personnel examined the passports of the visitors before allowing them to enter the stadium. Volunteers and security officers, as well as the security and traffic departments, ensured the security of the whole event.

“The door is now open to the world to access Qatar for all its attractions and its facilities to attract other major events, such as summits, conferences, congresses and many more,” the general manager added.

IAAF 2019 creates positive impact on hotel industry By Farhan al-Sayed

Despite the fact that the Dahe 2019 World Athletics Championships took place from September 27 to October 6, the hospitality, retail and tourism sector continued to deliver a positive impact on the economy of Qatar.

Tourism and sports have boosted the economy, so as to deepen our strategic ties,” al-Thani congratulated Qatar for the splendid Doha 2019 event, arranged by the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy.

Security and safety for the 10-day mega event both in- and outside the stadium.

The Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy at the Ministry of Interior, the General Department of Traffic, and the Security and Traffic Department of the National Commercial Centre (NCC) were involved in ensuring the safety of the event.

A city-wide and co-ordinated security plan was implemented to protect all sites where events were held. A one-hour pre-notification was issued to all the participating nations to ensure all sites were monitored and controlled.

A multi-stage entry system was in place. The first stage checked identity documents of all visitors, after which they were allowed to pass into the stadium.

The second stage was the security entry at the gates of the stadium, where the chosen visitors entered through security checkpoints.

A third stage was the security entry at the gates of the stadium, where security personnel examined the passports of the visitors before allowing them to enter the stadium. Volunteers and security officers, as well as the security and traffic departments, ensured the security of the whole event.

IAAF 2019 has enhanced Qatar’s image as global sports destination By Jassim Adly

The successful hosting of the 2019 IAAF World Athletics Championships in Doha has provided a preview of how Qatar hosted another successful major international event.

The Championships, hosted from September 27 to October 6, was attended by more than 2,000 athletes from 193 countries, participating in 49 sports and 400 events. In addition to this, the championships were attended by the Heads of State and Government of the majority of the participating countries.
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The successful hosting of the 2019 IAAF World Athletics Championships in Doha has provided a preview of how Qatar hosted another successful major international event.

The Championships, hosted from September 27 to October 6, was attended by more than 2,000 athletes from 193 countries, participating in 49 sports and 400 events. In addition to this, the championships were attended by the Heads of State and Government of the majority of the participating countries.
**IAAF boost for Qatar’s retail sector**

By Joseph Aguilera

The recently-owned 2019 IAAF World Athletics Championships in Doha held a closing ceremony in Doha’s Aspire Victory Hall on Saturday. The event was held in the presence of many dignitaries including His Highness the Amir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, and Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad Al Thani, the President of the Qatar Olympic Committee.

The World Athletics Championships are held every four years and are considered the world’s greatest sports event. The event provides a unique opportunity to showcase Qatar’s commitment to the promotion of athletics as a sport and to highlight the country’s potential as a global sporting destination.

The closing ceremony featured a range of activities, including a parade of nations, a flag-raising ceremony, and a reception for the athletes and dignitaries. The ceremony also included a presentation of awards to the athletes and officials who contributed to the success of the championships.

**QF talk focuses on empowering more women to be researchers**

Women who are the future of research, development, and innovation were highlighted in a thematic session of the Qatar Foundation Qatar’s annual Global Education and Research Forum (GERF).

The session, titled “Women in STEM: Empowering tomorrow’s female leaders,” was moderated by Dr. Jehan al-Rayahi, attending portfolio manager of the Qatar Science and Technology Park.

The session featured a panel discussion with leading experts from the Qatar Foundation and other organisations, who shared their experiences and insights on the importance of empowering women in STEM fields.

The panelists discussed the challenges and opportunities facing women in STEM, and highlighted the need for increased support and resources to enable more women to pursue careers in these fields.

Quoting IAAF president Sebastian Coe, Dr. al-Rayahi noted, “IAAF is delighted to be among the participants in this important initiative, which is integral to shaping future female leaders in the world.”

**Tafawoq workshop highlights high-level support for Ashghal engineers**

General-Secretary of Ashghal Dr. Ata Abdulla Al-Nuaimi met with a delegation of 25 engineers to discuss best practices in the construction of major projects and the role of engineers in achieving the nation’s strategic goals. The delegation included 25 engineers from 16 countries, and the meeting was held in the presence of the Ashghal’s President, Dr. Abdulla Al Nuaimi.

Dr. Al Nuaimi highlighted the importance of international cooperation in the construction of major projects and the need for engineers to work together to achieve the nation’s goals.

The meeting was an opportunity for the engineers to share their experiences and best practices in the construction of major projects, and to discuss ways to further enhance the quality of work and the performance of engineers.
MoT reveals sponsors for Qatar 2019

The participation of a total of 28 local and international sponsors was announced for the upcoming Qatar IT Convention and Exhibition (QITCE) 2019, which will be held under the theme “Safe, Smart Cities” at the National Convention Centre (QNCC), Doha, from October 28 to November 1 at the Qatar National Convention Centre (QNCC).

The strategic sponsors for the event are Ministry of Transport and Communications (MoTC) and Qatar National Bank (QNB). Among other sponsors, Hamad International Airport (HIA), Ooredoo (Qatcom), Qatar Rail Corporation, Microsoft, Qatar Telecommunications (Qitcom), Qatar Airways, Qatar Islamic Bank, Qatar Financial Centre (QFC), MoI, MADLSA, Ministry of Education and Higher Education, Qatar University (QU), Sidra Medicine, Barwa Commercial Corporation, Doha Bank, and United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, are also participating in the event.

A special mention for Qatar Telecommunications (Qitcom), who are the official sponsors for the event. The Qatar Airways offers the participation of the Gala Dinner and the Qatar Business Award. Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB), Qatar Financial Centre (QFC), MoI, MADLSA, Ministry of Education and Higher Education, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Qatar University (QU), Sidra Medicine, Barwa Commercial Corporation, Doha Bank, and United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, are also participating in the event.

The participation of these sponsors, along with the participation of the international sponsors, reflects their confidence in the event and their support for the event's objectives and aims aimed at creating a smart society under the theme of “Safe, Smart Cities”.

The MoTC, in its announcement, noted: “The event will bring together high-level experts from local and international organizations and enterprises, to exchange ideas, best practices, and experience to progress towards achieving the aims of ‘Safe Smart Cities’.”

Ooredoo as strategic sponsor to display latest ICT digital solutions

Qatar Islamic Bank (QIB) has kicked-off the second year of its three-year financial literacy programme ‘How Money Works’ for the 2018-2020 academic cycle. The programme, in cooperation with Qatar IT Convention and Exhibition (QITCE), Qatar key Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes, education sector and university students on financial technology to manage money soundly by budgeting, saving, and investing.

The first session for this year was completely completed. - Year at Qatar University, one month ago, Business Studies and Business Administration, School, and affiliated at R providing the current financial literacy programme. Additionally, three sessions will take place due to the help of dedicated QIB volunteers.

Abdulla Al-Mourik, general manager, Public Relations and Corporate Communication & Quality Assurance at QIB, said: “We believe in the potential of our youth and therefore we committed to helping our future leaders acquire and develop the right skills and knowledge to make sound financial decisions and the actions students take will lack an informed decision making.

‘Financial education is very important and is focused on the students’ needs and skills they need to manage money effectively. We believe in the potential of our youth and therefore we committed to helping our future leaders acquire and develop the right skills and knowledge to make sound financial decisions and the actions students take will lack an informed decision making.

The app also has a range of activities and events to support entrepreneurship and innovation and the project is also seen as a medium to tell stories and share knowledge.

The event will be a prime opportunity for us to showcase the latest ICT digital solutions and trends in the digital world, as well as a key element of our strategy to exchange ideas, best practices and experience to progress towards achieving the aims of ‘Safe Smart Cities’.”

“Qatar is at the frontlines of global transformation towards a global transformation towards becoming a model for creating sustainable and inclusive societies,” Masoud added. “We are proud to be among the leading partners and stakeholders involved in the advancement of digitization and working towards creating safe smart cities in Qatar.”

New regulations will benefit Indian community

The Ministry of Human Resource Development’s (MHRD) new regulations will benefit Indian students. The regulations will allow students to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree.

The new regulations will benefit Indian students by allowing them to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree.

On the other hand, the Indian community in Qatar has welcomed the new regulations. They have praised the MHRD for taking the necessary steps to provide better employment opportunities for Indian students. They have also appreciated the Indian government for taking the necessary steps to provide better employment opportunities for Indian students.

The new regulations will benefit Indian students by allowing them to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree. The regulations will also allow students to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree.

The new regulations will benefit Indian students by allowing them to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree. The regulations will also allow students to work in the country for three years after completing their graduation. The regulations will also allow students to work for two years after completing their Master’s degree.
Jaidah Automotive renews partnership with BE Basketball

GU-Q starts postdoctoral fellowship for Qataris

Tamuq team develops natural gas processing technology

A novel process developed by Texas A&M University–Qatar (TAMUQ) removes green carbon gases from the natural gas while reducing the carbon footprint.

Developed in Qatar, Gulfthrive Carbon Capture and Removal technology was conceived and designed by Dr. Ahmad Dallal, a professor at TAMUQ.

"This technology is believed to be the first of its kind that processes natural gas and captures carbon dioxide to produce both streams, a valuable precursor to numerous hydrogen-based fuel stacks that drive Qatar’s economic engine, and a pure retrofit solution," said Dr. Dallal.

Rashid’s research focuses on capturing carbon dioxide via various hydrogen-based products, including which have had or may have had deleterious chemical, in a process called gas-to-liquid conversion, or GTL. A major drawback of GTL is the production of CO2, which increases Qatar’s carbon footprint.

"Tamuq research team developed a carbon capture and removal process that allows us to not only remove carbon dioxide from natural gas but also provide a high-quality transportation fuel," Dr. Dallal said.

The system, however, requires a least a bit of dust to drive the chemical reactions. This dust eventually turns back into natural carbon that we can harvest internally.

"Initially designed for the Qatar market, our multi-purpose system can be used in various locations worldwide where electricity and water are available," Dr. Dallal said.

The TAMUQ team has designed a novel reactor that uses a continuous process, along with a catalytic converter, to produce a range of valuable products from the captured carbon dioxide.

The TAMUQ team has developed a carbon capture and removal process that allows us to not only remove carbon dioxide from natural gas but also provide a high-quality transportation fuel.
Balance vs Burnout

By Shefa Ali

It is important to recognize your breaking point. A lot of people will tell you it’s important to take care of yourself and always put yourself first. It is important to know what you’re capable of giving. If you’re feeling overwhelmed or stressed, it’s important to take a step back and focus on self-care. Balance has been a buzzword for a while now and it’s given me a lot of pause. It’s crucial to take the time for yourself and not let stress and its signs creep in.

It’s crucial to take the time for yourself and not let stress and its signs creep in. It’s important to know when you’re close to or at a burnout stage. Something as simple as taking a day off, or having a fun night out with friends can help to take the edge off.

It’s only 30 minutes a day. You’ll feel recharged and inspired, chances are you’ll accomplish a lot more than you would if you worked through it. I also make it a point to fill my day with joy. I love talking to my nephews, playing with my dogs, or going for a run. It’s not as painful as it sounds. You can do anything you want. It’s important to remember that you can’t burnout if you take care of yourself. For me, yoga, meditation or simply enjoying a homemade lemon grass and ginger tea in my favourite cup makes a difference. I would burn out way faster if I didn’t make a conscious effort to take care of myself.

My life and work is so busy and chaotic so I make a difference in their lives. I would burn out way faster if I didn’t make a conscious effort to take care of myself. Making myself a priority; I find I function better. Prioritising also is a creative strategy, when I make my weekly schedule every Saturday, I try to fit in a job that’s feeding my soul. I also make it a point to fill my day with joy. I love talking to my nephews, playing with my dogs, or going for a run. It’s not as painful as it sounds. You can do anything you want. It’s important to remember that you can’t burnout if you take care of yourself. For me, yoga, meditation or simply enjoying a homemade lemon grass and ginger tea in my favourite cup makes a difference. I would burn out way faster if I didn’t make a conscious effort to take care of myself.

Ingredients:
- 3 tbs of honey or maple syrup
- Juice of 1 lemon
- 2 tbs of coconut butter
- 1 tsp of baking powder
- 1 and 1/2 cup of almond flour
- Lemon zest
- Juice of 1 lemon
- 1 tbs of coconut flour

For the glaze you need:
- 1/2 cup of honey
- 1/2 cup of lemon

Method:
In a bowl, mix all the dry ingredients with the lemon zest. Gradually add the wet ingredients with the dry ingredients and mix well until you form a dough.

Place the dough in the refrigerator for 30 minutes in a preheated oven on 200C.

Slice the dough and form your cookies in any shape you like. Bake for 15 minutes in a preheated oven on 200C.

Enjoy your cookies! Happy baking!

Recipe: Lemon Grass and Ginger Tea

Ingredients:
- 1 lemon
- 1 tbs of coconut flour

Method:
In a pot, slice the lemon and add 1 tbs of coconut flour. Bring to a boil and let it simmer for 15 minutes. Let it cool and pour it into a cup. Enjoy!

Wellness Meal Plan

Low Carb Lemon Cookies

Ingredients:
- 1 and 1/2 cup of brown flour
- 1/2 cup of coconut flour
- 1/2 cup of lemon

Method:
In a bowl, mix all the ingredients and add the lemon. Mix well until you form a dough.

Balance vs Vegan Alliance

As the Year of the Vegan 2019 comes to an end, four countries have taken a huge leap for the animal industries by forming an alliance to revolutionize the ‘Vegan World Alliance (VWA)’. The alliance aims to promote veganism on a global scale. The VWA consists of four activist groups from Austria, New Zealand, Canada, and Australia. The alliance’s mission is to change the way the world views animal products and to promote a vegan lifestyle. By Ghanim al-Sulaiti

The countries will work together to promote veganism on a global scale. The VWA consists of four activist groups from Austria, New Zealand, Canada, and Australia. The alliance’s mission is to change the way the world views animal products and to promote a vegan lifestyle.

The author is an expert in vegan wellbeing.
Iraqi premier announces cabinet reshuffle after week of bloody protests

**Politics**

**Morocco reshuffles cabinet, keeps foreign minister**

The new cabinet is seen as an attempt to address political turbulence in Morocco and the government's move to limit the influence of the Moroccan armed forces on state appointments.

**Zimbabwe**

**Red Cross urges states to take back fighters**

The Red Cross is calling on states and international organizations to take back fighters who have fled to escape the conflict in their countries.

**Zimbabwe govt quadruples electricity tariff as crisis deepens**

The Zimbabwean government has quadrupled electricity tariffs as the country faces a major economic crisis.

**UN Security Council to discuss Syria today**

The United Nations Security Council will discuss the situation in Syria today, with a focus on the ongoing conflict and humanitarian situation.

**Turkish civilians wave at army convoy near Syrian border**

Turkish civilians wave at a military convoy driving towards the Syrian border near Akcakale in Sanliurfa province, yesterday.

**Botswana rhino risk rife**

Conservationists in Botswana are concerned about the risk of rhino poaching in the country.

**UN Security Council pushes to investigate Russian role in Syria**

The United Nations Security Council has called for an investigation into Russia's role in the ongoing conflict in Syria.

**Syria plans to launch offensive in east of the Syrian theatre**

Syria plans to launch a major offensive in the east of the Syrian theatre to retake key areas from opposition forces.

**Syrian premier announces cabinet reshuffle, announces three days of national mourning**

The Syrian government has announced a cabinet reshuffle and three days of national mourning after a series of deadly attacks.

**Turkish prime minister's home hit by mortar attack**

The home of Turkey's prime minister was hit by a mortar attack, but there were no immediate reports of injuries.

**Syrian govt launches operation in east of the Syrian theatre**

Syria's government launched an operation in the east of the Syrian theatre to retake key areas from opposition forces.

**Erdogan seeks military operation in Syria after US pullback**

Turkey's president has called for a military operation in Syria after US forces pulled back from the border.

**Zimbabwe's economy hit by inflation and hyperinflation**

The Zimbabwean economy is struggling with inflation and hyperinflation, leading to a decline in living standards.

**Red Cross urges states to take back fighters**

The Red Cross is urging states to take back fighters who have fled to escape the conflict in their countries.
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Dreadful Trump yesterday again made it clear that he has no intention of complying with any legal process that he perceives as a threat to his administration. The president said he would not cooperate with any such process, which is a clear violation of the law.

The president’s actions are in direct contradiction to the Constitution and the laws of the United States. The president is not above the law, and his refusal to cooperate with any legal process would be a violation of the law.

In an interview, Attorney General William Barr said that the investigation is ongoing and that no conclusions have been reached. However, the president’s actions have already made it clear that he is not willing to cooperate with any legal process that he perceives as a threat to his administration.

The president’s actions are a clear violation of the law and are a threat to the rule of law in the United States. It is imperative that the president cooperate with any legal process that is necessary to uphold the law and to ensure the fairness of the justice system.

The president’s actions are a threat to the rule of law in the United States and are a clear violation of the law. It is imperative that the president cooperate with any legal process that is necessary to uphold the law and to ensure the fairness of the justice system.

Fat Bear contest winner Holly ‘Queso of Copuleum’

By North Beacon, Reuters

Katchemak Bay State Park and Preserve said on its Facebook page that the winner of its Fat Bear contest is Holly ‘Queso of Copuleum’.

Holly is the three-generation bear who has become a social media sensation since winning the contest last month. Holly is the fattest of them all, weighing in at 1,000 pounds and capable of eating over 1,000 calories a day.

The three generations spent much of the summer at Brooks Falls, Boak said. Thanks to Katmai’s bounty of salmon, they retreat to their hibernation dens to accumulate in summer and fall is crucial to survival.

The leading social network has said it is removing content that violates its policies. The content includes false, definitively debunked conspiracy theories about the US election, including the lie that the 2020 election was rigged.

In the coming months, McCarthy said, the Army is planning to spend billions of dollars on its housing program with its private partners, which includes billions in stimulus funds from the CARES Act.

In addition, the Army has hired new housing inspectors and is requiring private contractors to create phone apps so residents can track the progress of renovation work.

Almost this year, the Army has moved 1,600 families into temporary housing while repairing their homes.

In the coming months, the Army is planning to spend billions of dollars on its housing program with its private partners, which includes billions in stimulus funds from the CARES Act.

In addition, the Army has hired new housing inspectors and is requiring private contractors to create phone apps so residents can track the progress of renovation work.

Almost this year, the Army has moved 1,600 families into temporary housing while repairing their homes.

In an interview, Army Secretary Chris Edelson said, "We're working with our partners to address delays, theArmy added. It has been sending military personnel to install phone apps so residents can track the progress of renovation work.

In an interview, Army Secretary Chris Edelson said, "We're working with our partners to address delays, theArmy added. It has been sending military personnel to install phone apps so residents can track the progress of renovation work."
Protests flare in Beijing over killing of university student

AFP

Closing ceremony

Performances at the closing ceremony of the 2019 International Horticultural Exhibition in Beijing yesterday.

US imposes visa curbs on Chinese officials for Uighur repression

AFP

Morrison (L) and Lekhak Bhattacharya, the Bangladeshi students' union leader.

Malian lawmakers vote to repeal controversial ‘fake news’ law

AFP

Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian and Federation des Syndicats Professionnels de la Presse chairwoman Nadine Carles.

Malaysian MPs vote to repeal controversial ‘fake news’ law

AFP

A leading police monitoring organisation and Google Play stores in Vietnam stopped the app after it was removed because of its content, which was considered ‘fake news’, according to the Vietnamese government.

Pollution app back in Vietnam after online abuse ‘campaign’

AFP

A leading police monitoring organisation and Google Play stores in Vietnam stopped the app after it was removed because of its content, which was considered ‘fake news’, according to the Vietnamese government.

A leading police monitoring organisation and Google Play stores in Vietnam stopped the app after it was removed because of its content, which was considered ‘fake news’, according to the Vietnamese government.
Trump firm ‘refusing to pay’ legal bill for windfarm case

Guardian News and Media

February this year the Trump Organisation was fined £182,000 after losing a court case against the government’s renewable energy programme. The Scottish court found that the US firm had failed to sign the contract or pay the agreed sum, which resulted in the loss of their windfarm project at the Scottish court.

A number of companies, including the Scottish government, had agreed to pay the Scottish government’s legal costs after the firm was found guilty of refusing to pay the legal bill for their windfarm project. The Scottish government had the right to recover their legal costs, which included fees for lawyers and other legal expenses.

Catherine visits Natural History Museum

Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge, was seen at the Natural History Museum in London, where she visited the Whale Strandings Investigation Programme.

PM could be summoned by assembly over Arcuri

Guardian News and Media

In a tense meeting on Tuesday night, the Scottish government’s legal bill for the windfarm project was discussed. The Scottish government was awarded £182,000 in legal costs after the Trump Organisation was found guilty of refusing to pay the legal bill for their windfarm project.
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Britain, EU to hold last-ditch Brexit talks as deadline looms

BRITAIN

The prospect of a hard border dividing the nations across the Irish Sea in the event of a no-deal Brexit is gathering pace, with EU officials warning that it will be a “major category error” and that the relationship with both Britain and the EU will be “deemed null and void.”

The Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn insisted that his party would “never” go to the floor of the House of Commons to vote for the withdrawal agreement. But Mr Corbyn’s plan to delay Brexit left the prospect of a deal before October 31 in “serious doubt.”

The German government has raised fears that it could “reignite unrest between pro-Irish and loyalist communities” in the event of a no-deal Brexit. The government has also expressed concerns over the potential for a “serious and lasting economic impact” on the UK.

The result of the referendum yesterday agreed to hold an election on October 7, with SNP hold

Labour warned not to let SNP hold new vote

PM may face contempt action if he fails to adhere to Benn Act

The government also promised to table the new Brexit vote in the House of Commons on October 28 when he returns from Brussels. The prime minister will make the vote a confidence issue, according to sources.

The government also promised that the new Brexit vote would be tabled on Wednesday. It was expected that Johnson would hold a new Brexit vote on Wednesday and then proceed to make it a confidence issue.

Jeremy Corbyn, the leader of the SNP, has warned that the SNP would not support any Brexit deal that did not guarantee a second independence referendum. He threatened to call for a general election if the SNP was not given a role in the negotiations.

The Prime Minister Boris Johnson has also vowed to delay Brexit to October 31, unless the EU agrees to his demands for a deal before that date. Johnson has threatened to send a letter to the EU invoking Article 50, which would mean the UK would leave the EU on October 31.

The government also confirmed that it would be unable to table the Brexit vote on Wednesday as it had been due to take place on Monday.

The government also announced that it would not be able to hold the Brexit vote on Wednesday as the House of Commons was not sitting.

The government also confirmed that the Brexit vote would not be held on Monday as there was not enough time to table the motion.

The government also confirmed that the Brexit vote would not be held on Monday as the House of Commons was not sitting.

The government also confirmed that the Brexit vote would not be held on Monday as there was not enough time to table the motion.
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PARTIES SHUN FIRST KASHMIR ELECTIONS SINCE STATUS CHANGE

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who is leading his Bharatiya Janata Party's (BJP) campaign in the state of Jammu and Kashmir, visited Srinagar on Sunday to impress on voters the need to vote for BJP. “The message is simple. If you vote for saffron, you get development. But if you vote for anyone else, you get chaos,” Modi said. “Remember, a vote for the saffron colour is a vote for the development of Kashmir.”

In another development, Prime Minister Modi is expected to meet Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan on the sidelines of the upcoming G-20 summit in Japan in June. The meeting is expected to focus on the bilateral relationship between India and Pakistan, particularly the Kashmir issue. It would be the first meeting between the two leaders since the Indian government abrogated Article 370 of the Indian Constitution, ending the special status of Jammu and Kashmir.

In a significant development, the Indian government has announced that it will hold a special session of Parliament to discuss the situation in Jammu and Kashmir. The session is scheduled to take place later this month, and is expected to be a precursor to further steps that may be taken to address the ongoing crisis in the region.

The move comes amid reports that India is preparing to make a decision on the future of Jammu and Kashmir, which has been a flashpoint for conflict between India and Pakistan for decades. The region is strategically important and home to millions of people of diverse backgrounds.

The move is likely to be viewed with concern by Pakistan, which has long insisted on a resolution of the Kashmir issue through talks.

The Indian government has said that it is committed to ensuring the rights of the people of Jammu and Kashmir, and is working to improve the living conditions in the region.

The move is also likely to be seen as a sign that India is determined to move forward in its efforts to resolve the issue of Kashmir, despite the objections of Pakistan and other countries.
**Controversy**

The Movement for Democratic Parties has come up with a new plan to split the Bharatiya Janata Party. The movement has decided to divide the ruling party into two. As part of the process, the leader of the movement, Rameshwar Sharma, has said that the movement is not interested in splitting the party, but is rather interested in bringing about a change in the party's policies.

**Minister at Rafale engine-making facility**

The Delhi government yesterday slammed the Centre for not allowing the chief minister to present the AAP's achievements at a press conference. Singh said that the Centre has not been supportive of the AAP government and that the Centre has not been doing its job properly.

**DNA shut down print editions, goes digital**

The DNA, a leading daily newspaper in India, has announced that it will be shutting down its print editions and going digital. The newspaper has been in operation for over 30 years and has been one of the leading newspapers in the country. The decision was taken after the DNA Group, which owns the newspaper, faced financial difficulties in recent months.

**Auto ride**

South Indian transport minister Kurasu Veerendra Swamy has travelled in an autowheel as he undertakes a tour of the state as part of his ministry's commitment to bring about various development activities, yesterday.

**New Delhi**

The Delhi government yesterday slammed the Centre for not allowing the chief minister to present the AAP's achievements at a press conference. Singh said that the Centre has not been supportive of the AAP government and that the Centre has not been doing its job properly.

**AIADMK slams Centre for not allowing CM to attend summit**

The AIADMK, the ruling party in Tamil Nadu, has lashed out at the Centre for not allowing the Tamil Nadu chief minister to attend the upcoming summit. The AIADMK has said that the Centre is not treating Tamil Nadu fairly and that the Centre is not allowing the Tamil Nadu chief minister to attend the summit.

**Rahul should not have quit as party chief, says Khurshid**

Former Finance minister P. Chidambaram has said that Rahul Gandhi should not have resigned as the party chief. Khurshid has said that the Congress has to fight the 2024 Lok Sabha elections under the leadership of Rahul Gandhi and that Rahul Gandhi is the only person who can lead the party to victory.

**Alleged family serial killer linked to three more deaths**

A serial killer who has been linked to three deaths in recent months has been linked to three more deaths. The killer has been identified as a 30-year-old man who has been active in the state for over a year. The killer is said to be targeting family members and has been using a series of weapons to carry out the killings. The police are currently investigating the case and are looking for the killer.
Mexico vows labour rights with eye on new US trade deal

**Reporters**

**Mexico City/Washington**

Mexico’s government is being pushed on a national strike in Brazil that has brought much of the Latin American country to a standstill. Ricardo Salles said yesterday, citing estimates by report Neotropica, a Costa Rican

The US Senate is expected to vote this week on the fast-track authority for the new US-Canada-Mexico trade agreement, which would allow the United States to bypass a key trade dispute. The new US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) is expected to take effect on July 1, after being approved by all three countries. The USMCA will replace the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which was signed in 1994. The USMCA includes new provisions on labor, environment, and intellectual property rights. It also includes provisions to strengthen the enforcement of labor and environmental standards.
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Official leading govt's anti-graft fight suddenly shuns media

The chairman of the National Accountability Bureau, Mirza Shahid Anwar, has refused to make public appearances, according to a statement by his media cell.

In a statement, the media cell said that Anwar had resigned from his post as the board's chairman, effective from Monday. The statement said that Anwar had resigned because he had been asked to step down by the government.

Twitter assures govt on account suspension

The Twitter has assured the government that it will not take any action against Pakistan's Prime Minister Imran Khan's Twitter account without proper legal notice.

The statement said that the company would comply with all legal requirements and would not take any action against Khan's account without proper legal notice.

Climate protest

The government plans to reduce carbon emissions by 2030 to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2050. The plan includes the use of renewable energy sources and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.

Govt plans flat power rate to lift uptake

The government plans to introduce a flat power rate to encourage power consumption. The rate will be calculated based on the average consumption of the previous year.

Citizens' XI voices support for Pakistan over Kashmir

Citizens of China have expressed their support for Pakistan over the Kashmir issue. They have condemned the Indian government's actions in the region.

Special centre to resolve expat issues set up

A special centre has been set up to resolve expat issues. The centre will be established in the capital city to resolve expat issues.
Illegal structures in Bilibid prison razed

Manila mayor orders closure of mall over violations

By Bernadette Llaguno

Philippine National Police (PNP) chief Oscar Albayalde led a demolition team in the maximum security New Bilibid Prison in Muntinlupa City yesterday, when the K Comp of the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) started clearing the maximum security compound of the prison.

The DPWH is also clearing construction materials inside the prison.

Albayalde and the DPWH have been considering whether a declared area of 1000 square meters should be contained in the demolition. However, Albayalde was only willing to speak with the DPWH about the demolition in the context of illegal structures.

Former investigation agency official claims drug lords are behind corruption in New Bilibid Prison.

By Jordeene B Lagare

A former investigation agency official claims drug lords are behind the corruption in New Bilibid Prison.
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Portugal election result

The result left assembly Communist party, which won 12 seats, five fewer than the geringonca or “odd contraption”, said he was likely to worst result since 1983.

opposition centre-right Social Democrats (PSD), their up from 86 in the previous parliament, against 77 for the 2008 financial crisis, the Socialists won 106 seats, António Costa needing to negotiate a delicate new alliance.

The Left Bloc, which held the 10 parliamentary seats it won four years ago when it helped to construct Portuguese Communist party, which lost 12 seats, fewer than in the last vote, were prepared to back the Socialists again – but laid down demands for wage increases, greater public spending and improved labour laws.

Altogether, Costa could seek a tie-up with the People’s Animals Party, which rode a wave of increasing environmental concern to capture four seats, and Pese, an eco-socialist breakaway from the Left Bloc, which elected a

The result left Costa short of a majority in the 230-seat assembly single M.

These negotiations could be more complex than four years ago when the Socialists, then under the leadership of António Costa, won just enough seats to form a minority, allowing the Socialists to govern alone, but

to stimulate the economy, which is growing faster than wages and pensions, introduced by the previous PSD-

back in government after a strategic blunder by the leader claimed victory in parliamentary elections in June, while

Erasmo da Cruz cited a lack of new ideas, and a lack of a common goal to unseat the right.

In the last vote, said they were prepared to back

The Asian American admissions handicap

Leaping an affirmative action 10-metre hurdle, you’d be an African American, you get a 10-second head start. If you’re white, you take off when you hear the starter pistol. If you’re Asian American high in the starting blocks, you have a head start of only six seconds after the start pistol brings you off. This might sound ridiculous, but that’s how it sometimes looks, especially in light of the ruling handed down recently in a 2004 case brought by Harvard University for Title IX.

The suit alleged that Harvard’s affirmative action programme was not a ‘compensatory’ programme, as a ‘remedial tool’ for ‘generations of discrimination and devaluation’, and that the beneficiaries were not actively discriminated against. The court dismissed this argument and found for Harvard, saying that its affirmative action programme was not remedial. However, the court did rule that Harvard’s admissions policies were fair.

This is a significant victory for affirmative action programmes in higher education, as it is the first time a court has upheld the constitutionality of an affirmative action plan in a post-Bakke case.

The court’s decision, however, did not come without controversy. Many Asian American students have argued that affirmative action policies have been unfair to them. They argue that affirmative action policies have discriminated against Asian American students and have prevented them from attending top universities.

For example, the Supreme Court ruled in 2003 that Harvard’s affirmative action programme is constitutional. However, the court also ruled that Harvard could not use race as a ‘compensatory tool’ to remedy past discrimination against Asian Americans.

The court noted that affirmative action policies are not a ‘remedial tool’ to fix past discrimination, but that they are a way to ensure diversity in higher education. In this way, affirmative action policies are a way to ensure that students from different backgrounds are represented in higher education.

The court also ruled that affirmative action policies are constitutional as long as they are not used to ‘disadvantage’ any particular group of students. This means that affirmative action policies cannot be used to give Asian American students a head start in the admissions process.

This decision has been controversial among many Asian American students. They argue that affirmative action policies have discriminated against them and have prevented them from attending top universities.

However, the court’s decision has also been praised by many others. They argue that affirmative action policies are necessary to ensure diversity in higher education and to ensure that students from different backgrounds are represented in higher education.
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The Eurozone’s 2% fixation

By Daniel Gros

ECO

Economic policy discussions in the Eurozone continue to revolve around the question of whether the current 2% inflation target will be maintained. But the 2016-17 economic upsurge appears to have only marginally reduced the deficit of the EMU’s member states. Two hedges may open economic policymakers to the risk of inflation. The European Central Bank’s 2% inflation target is a red line that cannot be crossed without triggering a costly bailout. The functioning of the European Union does not allow for a fiscal deficit. Moreover, it is in some states’ interest to create an “inflationary debt trap” to reduce their fiscal burden. The ECB should not be allowed to become a tool to justify expansionary fiscal policy. And although ultra-low interest rates are likely to make this sustainable for a while, the global economy is already not observing the compact.

The ECB has highlighted the looming threat of a severe economic downturn, or a so-called “fiscal cliff,” as a major challenge. Policy makers have the option of lowering interest rates and adopting a fiscal stimulus. However, this option is incompatible with the monetary policy that the ECB is pursuing to ensure price stability in the eurozone, and is likely to make it harder to justify the argument of many policymakers that they should be allowed to pursue expansionary fiscal policy.

With inflation stuck at around 1%, or “close to” 2% on a cyclically-adjusted basis, policymakers are being asked to justify inflation in the short run. The ECB might be ruled by a “fiscal cliff” if it were to continue the argument for lower interest rates and higher deficits. The ECB should override this argument and adopt a stance in line with its legal mandate to ensure price stability in the eurozone.

The ECB’s stance is expected to become more important as it faces the challenge of the coming years. Although the central bank is not responsible for the implementation of the rules in accordance with the so-called “fiscal compact,” it must retain the draft agreement’s rules in accordance with the so-called “fiscal compact.”

The ECB should ensure that its stance is clear to all policymakers in the Eurozone. The bank should be able to do so without risking its independence, as its mandate is clear and its legal framework is robust.
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Katara Prize for Arabic Novel to kick off on Sunday

Qatar

The fifth edition of Katara Prize for Arabic Novel will kick off on Sunday, featuring several programme activities and open to entries from all Arab countries. The launch ceremony is scheduled for Saturday, October 12, 2019, at 4 pm in the Katara Cultural Village's auditorium, and will be attended by Supervisory Committee of Beautification of Roads and Public Places in Qatar chairman Engineer Mohamed Arqoub al-Emadi, Ashghal Projects Affairs director Ibrahim al-Sulaiti, Qatar Foundation president Dr Abdulrahman bin Jassim al-Attiyah, and other dignitaries.

The launch event will include a statement read by former Education Minister and Arab linguistics expert Dr Mohamed Al-Sulaiti, underlining that Katara Prize for Arabic Novel, within the events accompanying the Katara Prize for Arabic Novel, within the events accompanying the Katara Cultural Village which aims at supporting the Arabic novel scenario and launching a new challenge that contributes to enriching the Arabic novel arena in the region and the world, aims at achieving a new diversity in the Arab world.

It is noteworthy that Katara Prize for Arabic Novel has achieved its objectives in promoting and supporting the Arabic novel scenario and attracting more writers for creative culture, confirming the role of the Prize and its accompanying events in introducing Arab novelists and critics and highlighting their role in enriching Arabic novel scenario and the Arab novel scenario in general.

Al-Sulaiti noted that the Tunisian writer and intellectual Medhoud blessed was selected to be the Prize of the Year, as part of the events accompanying the Katara Prize for Arabic Novel, within the events accompanying the Katara Cultural Village which aims at supporting the Arabic novel scenario and launching a new challenge that contributes to enriching the Arabic novel arena in the region and the world, aims at achieving a new diversity in the Arab world.

Previously, the Barahat Msheireb state-of-art open-air night view of Barahat Msheireb.

Barahat Msheireb offers visitors an enjoyable environment year-round

Barahat Msheireb, a historic district project in Msheireb, Doha, is called ‘Al Baraha’ from the word ‘Al Baraha’, and is developed to be the central point at the heart of Msheireb Downtown Doha - the world’s smartest and most sustainable fully built city district, developed by Megahed Properties. It opened its doors, as last week witnessed the official soft openings of “Sassan - Al Baraha” and “Saghar - Al Baraha”, both authentic Qatari dishes with a modern twist.

Located at the heart of Msheireb Downtown Doha - the world’s smartest and most sustainable fully built city district, developed by Megahed Properties, this space will offer visitors an enjoyable environment year-round. It is equipped to be the central point in Msheireb, offering 50 small retail and Al Baraha casual and fine dining options, anchored by the Cultural Place building and the luxurious Mandarin Oriental, Doha.

This pedestrian-friendly space is located on the ground level in the Middle East, hosting the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East, featuring the biggest retractable roof in the Middle East.

Barahat Msheireb is a pedestrian-friendly space to stroll and bask in the glory of this historic location in Msheireb. Qataris have started opening their doors, as last week witnessed the official soft openings of “Sassan - Al Baraha” and “Saghar - Al Baraha”, both authentic Qatari dishes with a modern twist.

With a total area of almost 110,000sqm in Msheireb, Barahat Msheireb is designed to host lively events in the city, engaging both private and public bodies, enabling people across aspires to enjoy life in Msheireb in the friendly and authentic Qatari dishes with a modern twist.
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